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Assessment 1: Online Community Scan 
Educational Gamification 

 
A thriving community, whether face-to-face or online, embodies a number of attributes. 

While many of the following webliographies on  Educational Gamification Online Communities 
incorporate these values, some do not. According to Johnson (2013), in his article Attributes of 
Thriving Online Communities, he describes the following nine traits that contribute to a 
successful online community: shared values, shared identity, vibrant participation, community 
leadership, quality content, expertise, a culture of trust, an elegant experience, and growth and 
responsiveness. It seemed to me that the larger the online communities the greater the tendency 
to have more of these characteristics.  
 
The Edmodo Game Design community has a membership of 1414 people in this particular 
group. I believe that the group is started (and managed) by one person, but I can’t find them. 
Edmodo is an educational company that offers a (free and paid) platform for collaboration, 
communication, and coaching for teachers and students. This platform supports K-12 educators 
and students. It is a teacher-centric site where they can push out assignments, tests, etc. but must 
be invited by a teacher (which is how this particular group got started). It is collaborative and 
interactive with opportunities to post and respond. There is a tab for resources and help. The 
resources tab has a search bar to find resources that relate to the topic of your choice. The 
“followers” tab has no followers “be the first!” and the latest post/comment was made in January 
of 2019. 
 
eLearning Learning This is a content community blog which seems to have any (large) number 
of members. The goal is to post “original and recurring content in thought leadership.” In order 
to be able to add content, the submission must be original and recurring content with an RSS 
feed on the submitter's website to display the blog post. This forum is intended to offer a 
community where (it looks like companies) post “original insights that are applicable” to a 
particular feed or topic. There is some gamification related to education but it seems that the 
education they are promoting is related to corporate and businesses This seemed geared mostly 
to businesses (yet the site mentioned that it was not to promote or sell a product) but had some 
interesting articles related to gamification and gamified element. I found this site near the end of 
my search which made me believe I was beginning to exhaust my resources.  
 
Game-Based Learning is a Pinterest Board that has been created by Edutopia with 6178 
followers. This board is a compilation of game-based strategies for the classroom using colorful 
icons and brief titles/descriptions that link to websites. I find that Pinterest is engaging and 
helpful with a myriad of resources. While I was not sure this would be considered a community 
when I consider the attributes of a thriving community it has most of them. This site also makes 
it easy to look at a lot of different ideas about game-based learning in a short amount of time. 
The ability to investigate is just one click away. Because it is curated by Edutopia I feel that 
there is quality content. 
 

https://www.edmodo.com/topics/319/Game-Design
https://www.elearninglearning.com/forum/gamification/
https://www.pinterest.com/edutopia/game-based-learning/?lp=true
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Gamification of Education is a one-person forum that could have had as many as 60 participants. 
It is hard to tell. The objective of this forum was to create a portfolio of work for a course that 
would lead to an instructor's diploma at Vancouver Community College. This was a summation 
of the blog/forum (which could not be accessed because you would need a student log-in for 
VCC). The discussion, community interaction of this forum was consolidated into key points. 
The site, however, offers some good resources for gamification. 

Gamification & Experiential Learning is a cloud-based Google community of seven whose goal 
is to stay abreast the change and culture of gamification (both in education as well as business) in 
a Blog format. This blog looks to be an effort to encourage the use of Google Cloud and all that 
it has to offer. One of the posters helps the reader to understand why gamification is useful and 
engaging. It looks like each of the members (that have their own links) has a specific focus 
(coaching skills, learning center, etc) 
 
Gamification, a private Facebook group with a membership of 3741 people and six 
administrators/moderators. The focus of this group is to be current with leading-edge 
gamification technologies and research. You must join to have access to the FB page. It is 
self-described as a study group started in 2013. The most recent post was on the 2/6/19 and looks 
like there are posts from all over the world that include resources, conferences, as well as robust 
involvement from the moderators.  
 
Gamification a public Facebook group with a membership of 439 people and 2 administrators. 
This stream is currently active and looks to have been created for students in a UPenn 
gamification course. There are current entries that add different types of popular technologies. It 
looks to be an ongoing class assignment for this course.  
 
Gamification for Education is a larger Facebook community with a 1789 member open group 
that discusses how to use gamification in education. Matt Farber (NJCU Doctoral recipient - 
Cohort 1?) made a post on the 6th of February. This looks like a website that is used daily and 
offers relevant and current gamified elements for use the classroom.  
 
Gamification Group a 286 member group lead by two Facebook members one of which is a 
professor in Finland. It is the largest game research in Finland and operates out of three 
universities in Finland. This page has posts of research results with articles and reports. While 
this community is rather small there are fairly current posts and comments.  
 
Gamification: higher engagement in education is a Linkedin group with 478 members and one 
group owner. In order to be part of the group, I had to request membership (which I did on 2/8) 
and still have not gotten access. The tenet is for members to share their tips with others and 
provide links to research and a very specific caveat for no Direct sales leads or job ads. 
 
Gamification in Education is a smaller Linkedin group with 154 members owned by the CEO of 
Headspring and co-founder of Workify. This groups focus is to “to keep in touch with and 
network with individuals who are interested in how game mechanics can be applied to an 

https://countylineblog.wordpress.com/forums-3250/forums/gamification-of-education/
https://www.cloudconnectcommunity.com/ccc/change-and-culture-blog/gamification-experiential-learning?lang=ja
https://www.facebook.com/groups/gamification4all/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/gamefication/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/gamificationForEducation/
https://www.facebook.com/gamificationgroup/?hc_location=group
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/4959183/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/4601409/
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educational environment to improve learning and outcomes for students.” You must also request 
to join this group. 
 
ISTE Connect Games and Simulation Network has three network leaders with a community of 
2521 members. The website states its goal as “The Games and Simulations Network is dedicated 
to understanding and advancing the use, integration, design, development, and evaluation of 
games, simulations and virtual environments for learning and teaching.”  Highlights include 
Community Home, Discussions, Library, Events, and Members tabs. The community home page 
is a good overview of what is available. The discussion post has over 300 Threads and you can 
easily get lost reading all of the interesting posts. The library offers resources (games, videos) 
some of the information is dated and not current. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://connect.iste.org/communities/community-home?CommunityKey=95d9a716-6cdf-4599-a2f4-03a240ab752d&_ga=2.267232270.1086242103.1549634198-1035259067.1541359354
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3/31/19 Comment from Dr. Zieger: “Excellent work. There are just a small handful of people 

working in the gamification arena. You should also consider looking for other educators 

working on orientations and summer programs as interventions. Hopefully, these 

communities will assist in your dissertation research.” 
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